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Abstract: In recent times, social network services speedup the
information proliferation among user groups, leaving the
customary media such as newspaper, TV, discussion, web
journals, and online interfaces far behind. Different messages are
spread rapidly and broadly by re-tweeting in micro-blogs.
Foreseeing re-tweet behavior is incredibly challenging because of
different reasons. Existing forecasting models basically overlook
sociological information and they don’t acquire complete benefit
of these emerging factors, influencing the performance of
anticipation. In addition, the poorness of re-tweet data also
seriously upsets the performance of these approaches. In this
article, we take Sina micro-blog for instance, intending to
anticipate the probable quantity of re-tweets of an original tweet as
per the time series dispersion of its top n re-tweets. So as to deal
with the above issue, we present the idea of a tweet life-cycle,
which is essentially calculated by three parameters called the
reaction-time, content-significance, interim-time circulation, and
afterward the given time series dispersion arch of its top n
re-tweets is fitted by a two-stage function, in order to foresee the
quantity of its re-tweets in specific time period. The stages in the
function are partitioned by the life-cycle of the original tweet and
various functions are utilized in the two stages. We have assessed
our methodology on real-world data-set; moreover contrast our
outcomes with baseline methods. Our examinations prove that the
proposed methodology can precisely anticipate the quantity of
future re-tweets for a particular tweet.
Keywords: Re-tweet prediction, social media, micro-blogs.

I. INTRODUCTION
Online micro-blogs, for example Twitter& Face-book have
turned into hugely well-liked in modern time. These services
are system composition framework created by
communication between clients. The issue of evaluating the
mechanisms core the phenomenon of variety of micro blog
messages is of extraordinary incentive for some activities, for
example, publicity and promotional marketing, affecting and
advancing, early observing and crisis reaction [1]. The
propagation of information in micro blogs has brought
phenomenal enhancement and has accelerated inter-personal
communication. Re-tweet mechanism gives an approach to
enable social clients to hold the most recent news and help
undertakings to do advertising on social-media stage [2].
Along these lines, it is of extraordinary practical importance
to examine and investigate the re-tweet practices for
improving the data spread and user involvement in micro
blogs. Among the some micro blogs, Twitter is one of the
best in proliferating information continuously, and the

propagation adequacy of a tweet is associated to the number
of times the message has been re-tweeted [3]. Re-tweet
forecast is a basic and critical task in micro-blogs as it might
impact the procedure of information discussion.
The anticipation of message dissemination is one of the key
difficulties in understanding the practices of micro blogs. In
this research, we study that challenge with regards to the
Twitter micro blog. Specifically, our main focus is to foresee
the proliferation behavior of any specific tweet within a time
of 30 days. This is caught by estimating and anticipating the
quantity of re-tweets [4]. To design the re-tweeting actions,
we utilize the datasets crept by the WISE-2012-Challenge
from Sina-Weibo (SW), which is a prominent Chinese social
network webpage like Twitter. In SW, re-tweet process is
unique in relation to Twitter. In Twitter, users can just
re-tweet a post with no altering a first tweet. Be that as it may,
in SW user can change or include data from other clients' in
the re-tweeting way in their own re-tweet [5].
Various methodologies has been proposed to show the
re-tweet practices dependent on a variety of social features,
for example, textual-feature, social-feature, social-influence,
visual-feature, emotion, or a blend of above features [6].
While these techniques have gained some growth to some
level, the outcomes are inadequate, and can still be enhanced
in a specific space. To enhance the performance of
forecasting, ongoing works consolidate the observed explicit
social data into network factorization structures to model
novel methods. Indeed, it is normally that the re-tweet
anticipation can be seen as the issue of matrix completion by
integrating additional repositories of information about social
influence among clients and message semantic between
tweets [7].
As revealed in the example of Figure 1, when clients choose
to re-tweet text, they are keen on the substance of message
and more probable to re-tweets posted by his dear friends
because of social relationships. We call this incident for
social-context. This familiarity can be gained from social
influence and text semantic data. Above two perspectives are
significant for re-tweet anticipation. Nevertheless, the vast
majority of the current strategies just overlooks such
contextual information, or don't exploit these potential
highlights [8,19].
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Fig. 1: design of re-tweet behaviors on micro blogs
The above Table 1 presents the sub-sets of posts that have
Re-tweeting is a significant client behavior in micro-blogs. been explained with events. From table 1, around 94 % of the
Clients can forward the tweets which they are keen on, with original-tweets were re-tweeted under ten times, of which
the goal that the followers of the clients can witness the roughly 2% were commented on with events. Also, most
tweets too. The tweet circulating pattern and proliferation original tweets were re-tweeted in three levels in thirty days
form, just as its compact introduction with mixed media as appeared in Table2 & Figure.2. With aim of understanding
included, for instance, music, video, and picture format, the re-tweet action, we need to consider the re-tweet
make the data scattering quicker in micro-blog compared to movement by every time [18].
customary media, with the content and structure being more
3. In addition, social networks responds more quickly
varied. In this manner, how to anticipate the times of
contrasted with customary media, particularly on
re-tweeting in social networks by investigating the features of
social crisis, so conventional medium like TV,
tweets spread turns into a rising research event [9, 20]. The
newspapers can outline news dependent on the most
consequence of the exploration can be applied in several
recent rising tweets in social network.
areas:
The dataset which is utilizing for our study contains two sets
1. A tweet that is re-tweeted to a great extent speaks to of documents. First, follow-ship network, it incorporates the
an emerging issue, so the forecasting on the times of following network of clients dependent on user IDs. Next,
re-tweeting can help out in discovering emerging Tweets, it incorporates fundamental data about posts,
events in social media.
mentions, re-tweet ways, whether containing links. A few
2. A hot tweet can speak to the center that the vast posts are explained with events and for every event, the terms
majorities are concerned about so we can observe that are utilized to distinguish a event and a link to Wikipedia
people sentiments in a superior manner by containing depictions to the event are given datasets.
anticipating the times of re-tweeting.
Specifically, for the follow-ship dataset, we found that most
of clients have less those 10 followers [10]. Furthermore, for
Table. 1. Quantity of original messages re-tweeted
the social media dataset, we positioned the circulation of the
in 30 days
original posts dependent on quantity of re-tweets they got
during 30 days as appeared in Table 1. We chose
original-tweets related with events which have the quantity of
more than 100 re-tweets for our investigation (6,932). Figure
3 presents quantity of re-tweets every day of week. In Figure
4 illustrates the quantity of re-tweets a day hour-wise.
Throughout the day, the most re-tweet action occurs from
10a.m.-12p.m.
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Figure2. Quantity of re-tweets in every level
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Figure3: Re-tweet activity of a week in day wise
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Figure4: Re-tweet movement of a day in hour-wise
Table. 2. Quantity of retweets in 10 levels in a month

Levels

Quantity of
Re-tweets

%

First

107,025,957

56.054

Second

49,401,732

25.873

Third

16,934,824

8.852

Fourth

8,045,273

4.221

Fifth

4,196,983

2.176

Six

2,315,741

1.209

Seven

1,294,645

0.686

Eighth

746,487

0.387

Ninth

428,149

0.231

Tenth

240,611

0.131

In this article, we design an innovative re-tweet forecast
strategy dependent on client connectivity & event popularity
by incorporating the observed re-tweet information,
social-influence & message-semantic to enhance the
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network-structure, communication history, and message
likeness-matrix dependent on report semantic [11]. At this
point we use client and post idle feature spaces to learn
social-influence and message-semantic respectively. At last,
we lead a few examinations to approve the effectiveness of
our model with the base line models. Empirical outcomes
demonstrate our techniwue performs superior to than existing
models [12].
The contributions of this study are as pursues:
(1) A broad statistical investigations on the re-tweeting
behavior of clients' practices in the generally utilized micro
blogs are given.
(2) Quantity of re-tweets is estimated to comprehend the
clients' sharing for scattering data in micro blogs.
(3) A strategy to robotically foresee the quantity of re-tweets
over social media networks is presented.
(4) Investigations are conducted on vast scale on real-world
micro blogs dataset and outcomes show that our method can
accomplish superior anticipation performance than base line
approaches.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: In Section 2,
we analysis the related work. Our proposed methodology is
designed in Section 3. The model evaluation and experiential
analysis are illustrated in Section 4, Results and discussions
in Section 5, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
The bloom of social networks stirred wide consideration of
numerous researchers. Now a days, they start to carry out
research on the issues associated to social networks, as well
as examining the contents of social networks, pulling out the
association relation among micro-blogs and real society, and
foreseeing whether a tweet will be re-tweeted just as the
behavior of re-tweeting. In the literature on the examination
of micro-blog contents, analysts establish that micro-blog
assumes a significant role in numerous areas such as political
decisions, marketing investigation, natural calamities
analysis and emerging events spreading. Sayan Unankrd
[13], designed a model to forecast the quantity of re-tweets
for a particular original tweet using probabilistic
collaborative filtering anticipation approach called match box
depends on client connectivity and event reputation. Authors
utilize the dataset crept by the WISE-2012challenge from
SW which a reputed Chinese micro-blog just like twitter.
They concluded as the proposed model achieved better
accuracy compared to baselines approaches. Peng HK et al.
[14] developed an approach for predicting a possible number
of re-tweets for an original post within a month based on time
series circulation of its top n re-tweets called life cycle
concept. The proposed method majorly depends on response
time, content and time interval. The investigational outcomes
show that the proposed model produces satisfactory accuracy
in predicting quantity of re-tweets in micro-blogs. Yongjin
Bae et al. [3] presented a new approach for forecasting the
re-tweet times of posts, creditability of tweet and life span of
tweets. Authors extracted the information from re-tweet
graphs such as number of times re-tweeted, content features
and tweet behavior. Re-tweet forecasting is done based on
similar event, re-tweet trend and tweet properties. Authors
collected posts from tweeter during June 2012 to December
2012 and they compared the performance with conventional
models, the proposed model producing 50 % more precise
outcomes than baselines. Paolo Nesi et al. [1] presented a
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novel technique called usage of the classification trees with
recursive partitioning for forecasting number re-tweets for an
original tweet. Dataset is collected from Twitter Vigilance for
last 18 months used for investigation. The empirical results
compared with baselines in terms of accuracy and processing
time and proposed model results are better than existing
models. Letierce J et al. [15] developed a link prediction
approach for forecasting re-tweets on social media networks
based on user interest and event popularity. It gives best
prediction results over traditional methods. Gao S et al. [16]
present a novel practice for forecasting the spread of
messages in a micro blogs. Utilizing information of what and
who was re-tweeted, authors train a probabilistic
collaborative filter model to forecast future re-tweets and
they discover that the most significant features for
forecasting are the identity of the source of the tweet and
re-tweeter. Tang X et al. [17] presented a new re-tweet
prediction approach depends on probabilistic-matrix
factorization model by combining the observed re-tweet data,
social-influence and tweet semantic to enhance the accuracy
of forecast. They concluded as the proposed model outcomes
are superior over baseline methods in terms of accuracy and
precision. They argue that the re-tweet forecasting model
might give enhanced accuracy outcomes when the
dissimilarity among the behavior of the user and re-tweeters
is considered; determining the subject of interest of a user
depends on his previous tweet and re-tweet.
III. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Event Category
In WISE-2012Challenge, the prearranged original tweets are
clarified with some social events collectively with their
matching keywords. It is hard to automatically aggregate
events into various classifications and it is neither in our
concentration in this report because certain events are simply
marked by people names or by place names [19]. In addition,
their pertinent keyword records are subjective and don't show
clear relevant data among the keyword list & the event name.
To solve this difficulty, we manually segregate the
WISE-2012 provided 44 events that have links to Wikipedia
pages into 11 categories for instance Natural Disaster,
Celebrities, Product Release, Sports, and etc.
To facilitate anticipate the quantity of re-tweets, we propose a
probabilistic collaborative filtering anticipation model called
Matchbox which is a probabilistic model for creating
customized recommendations of things to clients of a web
service. It is utilized for the forecast of rating that clients are
probably going to allocate to things. It utilizes content data in
the structure of client and thing meta-data to learn
relationships among them. This approach can be functional to
adapt to our issue by the forecasting of re-tweeting
probability rather than the forecast of rating. In proposed
model, every client and things are signified to by a vector of
features. Every feature is related with a latent trait-vector and
the linear combination of these for a specific client or thing
[20]. We implement this model to foresee whether followers
of client will re -tweet the tweet posted by client who has
posted an original-tweet. For our methodology, every tweet is
viewed as a thing while re-tweeter is considered as a client.
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3.2 Tweet and Re-tweeter Features
As per the data-sets which
have been pre-processed by WISE-2012Challenge, we have
Followship system &Tweets information with no content.
While keyword records are given, they are subjective and
don’t show clear relevant data between the keywords and the
event. For our methodology, all tweets are viewed as a thing
while re-tweeter is taken as a client to train the model.
Tweet features comprise of tweet-id, client id who posted the
original tweet, number of followers, followees, day of the
week, time and category of occasion. Re-tweeter features
incorporate client id who re-tweeted the tweet, number of
followers & followees. Re-tweeters are mined from all clients
who have re-tweeted in the past of each tweet. The binary
input is one indicates that the re-twitter re-tweeted the tweet
inside 30 days and zero if-not. The result of the model will be
the probability of a re-tweet of the tweet by the re-tweeter.
3.3 Training Data
With the aim of train the model, it is needed the positive
binary input and also negative input. The positive inputs are
from all re-tweet activity in the past of each tweet in a similar
event group. For a given tweet, the negative inputs are from
all folowers in the re-tweet system who didn't re-tweet a
given tweet. For each test event, we train the model by
random select 1,000 original tweets in a same event group as
things and mine re-tweeters from re-tweet history of each
tweet.
3.4 Prediction
To foresee the quantity of re-tweets, for given original tweet
and set of clients if client has the high probability of a
re-tweet more than threshold, the client is probably going to
re-tweet the original tweet. In an attempt to locate the most
appropriate value for threshold, we did the forecasting on
various threshold values. When threshold value is 0.4 it
indicates the best performance of the model. The algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Predict Re-tweet via Matchbox
Input : mid
: message id
Output: num_r : predicted quantity of re-tweets
tweets
= GetPrevious100Messages(mid);
users
= GetRetweeters(tweets);
retweets = GetRetweetHistory(tweets);
tw_vectors = CreateTweetF eatures(tweets);
usr_vectors = CreateUserFeatures(users);
model
= TrainModel(tw vectors, usr vectors, retweets);
foreach u ∈ usr vectors do
predict = model.predict(u, mid);
if predict.getP robT rue() ≥ threshold then
num rt = num rt + 1;
end
end
return num rt;
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
4.1 Baselines
The two baseline models were compared with our proposed
method outcomes.
Baseline 1: Popularity and Connectivity based Regression.
It is a technique to forecast re-tweet activities depends on
event popularity and client connectivity by utilizing a naïve
technique. The insight is that a tweet is more no. of times to
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be re-tweeted if it is regarding a popular event and its writer is
extremely connected with others. The forecast will be the
evaluation of the probabilities of popularity of category and
client connectivity. Re-tweet prediction is calculated by
following equation.
No. of Re-tweets = 19.950(0.024C(uid) +0.976P(uid,
category))
Eq. (1)
Where functionC(uid) is to compute the quantity of re-tweets
a uid may have dependent on the quantity of followers,
function P(uid, category) is to anticipate how the event
category recognition impacts a tweet being re-tweeted.
Baseline 2: User preferences based on classification.
User preferences are utilized to train a classifier to anticipate
the conceivable number of re-tweets in thirty days for a given
original tweet. Given a unique tweet, the writers require to
calculate how conceivable a client will re-tweet the original
tweet in the group. The aspirant users are mined from
re-tweet repository in a structure of "who-retweet-who". The
writers use P(r, u, c) to signify the interestingness of aspirant
re-tweet client r to original client u on group c. The function
is represented as follows.
P(r, u, c) =
Eq. (2)
Where RT(r, u, c) returns the quantity of re-tweets by client r
from client u on category c, T(u, c) returns the total number of
u’s tweet on category c.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For assessment of proposed method, we anticipated 33 test
tweets and the ground truth of 33 tweets are given by
WISE-2012 Challenge. For every tweet, we compute the
prediction error score (PES) utilizing Eq. 3.
PESi =

Eq. (3)

Where Ai denotes the real value for tweet i and Pi is the
forecasted value for tweet i.
For each method, the average of PES is calculated as follows
utilizing Eq. 4.
Avgj =

Eq. (4)

Where n is the quantity of test tweets. The less number is the
superior prediction outcome. Table.3 displays the
performance of the proposed method against baselines and its
shows; the proposed model performs better in prediction of
re-tweets compared to baseline approaches.
Table 3: Average forecast error (AFE) scores
Method
AFE scores
Baseline 1: Popularity and Connectivity
0.700
based Regression
Baseline 2: User preferences based on
0.666
classification
Proposed Method
0.568
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we proposed a method to automatically
anticipate the quantity of
re-tweets over social networks. The anticipation on the hours
of re-tweeting in social media is to quantize the speed of data
spread in micro-blogs and to discover the focal point of
public attention consistently, which is the key purpose of our
examination. In this research, we investigate the behavior
properties of re-tweeting in social network and foresee the
times of re-tweeting of an original tweet in one month using
proposed method. The investigation displays that our
methodology can work out the forecast on re-tweeting times,
and the average prediction error is controlled inside 20%. Our
empirical outcomes the proposed method dependent on
re-tweet posts accomplishes better forecast accuracy over
existing methods. Our outcomes additionally indicated that
the precision of proposed method can be improved by
combining re-tweet records and system topology. As future
work, we intend to extend this work integrating time delay
factor among the posted message and the received client and
investigate how the deep learning model can be utilized so
that feature vectors of clients and posts can be additionally
adapted efficiently.
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